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Automatic Traffic Safety Check (ATK) is a system for automatic speed surveillance
with cameras. The goal of the traffic safety cameras is to reduce the average speed
on our most accident-prone roads, and, in this way, reduce the number of fatalities
and serious injuries. The system is administered by the Swedish Transport
Administration and the Swedish Police.
There is a joint organisation between the Swedish Transport Administration and
the Swedish Police for the traffic safety camera system, the ATK board. The board’s
function is to administer the ATK system in the most efficient manner and to advise
each respective authority.

Chairperson of the ATK Board
has the word
The ATK system is a successful joint effort between the Swedish Transport Administration
and the Swedish Police.
Currently, the system consists of approximately 1,500 stations along the roads and an investigative capacity of approximately 280,000 errands per year. The acceptance of the ATK system
continues to be high, and speeds on roads with ATK stations are at the level of established goals.
A massive expansion of the ATK system has been implemented during the year to further
increase speed observance along the highway network and to contribute to the goal of
reducing the number of fatalities and serious injuries up to the year 2020. 201 new traffic
safety cameras has been put into operation during the year.
The ATK system receives a great deal of attention, both from the general public as well
as from media; our joint communication functions well.

Important events during the year
Expansion of the ATK system
During 2016 the focus has been on expansion of the system with traffic safety cameras.
In 2016, 201 stations has been established and put into operation on 59 existing and new
routes. Also in 2016, 17 measuring stations were taken down because other road safety
measures were implemented.
Speed safety in tunnels
A technology development project has begun to explore different possibilities of further
development and adaptation of the ATK system for speed safety in tunnels. The project
is estimated to be completed in 2017.
The mobile device project for increased security
In 2016, the North Region Police conducted a project to examine various possibilities of using the
ATK mobile units for safeguarding measures as well as the opportunity to develop cooperation
at regional level between several actors, and in order to find new forms of cooperation.
Conclusions
•

Positive response from the public, they have experienced an increased police presence

•

The project has led to a better internal understanding of road safety by the police.

10 years with road safety cameras
ATK system’s first registered case was in March 2006. Since then, the ATK system has been
in existence for ten years and is an important tool for increase in speed compliance, saving of
lives and reduction in the number of severely injured has also been noted in several ways.
An information film has been produced and added to the message board in SVT, information
has also been posted on the Police and Trafikverket websites and Facebook Pages.
High accessibility
The cameras have a very high operational reliability, this together with automated
administrative systems for operational monitoring enables the road safety cameras to have
a very high accessibility.
Tony Härdin,
Chairman of the ATK Board 2016
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Introduction
Automatic Traffic Safety Check
(ATK) is a system for automatic
speed surveillance with cameras.
Traffic safety cameras are found
on sections of road and places
where the risk for accidents is and speeds
were high before the cameras were set up.
The ATK system is administered by the Swedish Transport Administration and the
Swedish Police.
The overaching goal is to reduce the average speed on our most accident-prone roads,
and, in this way, reduce the number of fatalities and serious injuries.
There is a joint organisation between the Swedish Transport Administration and the
Swedish Police for the traffic safety camera system, the ATK board. The board’s
function is to administer the ATK system in the most efficient manner and to advise
each respective authority.
The ATK board handles questions about the ATK system within the areas where it is
important for the authorities to act jointly. Some examples:
•

Long-term planning for development and use of the ATK system

•

The total size of the system, the number of stations and the number of errands

•

Traffic safety effects and societal acceptance of the system

•

Information

Representatives of the ATK board during 2016
Pontus Fälldin		
Tony Härdin (June–)
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The Swedish Police

Chairperson The Swedish Police

Lena Tysk (–June)		

The Swedish Police

Pär Gustafsson (–June)		

The Swedish Transport Administration

Marie Hagberg (Nov–)		

The Swedish Transport Administration

Ulrika Honauer		

The Swedish Transport Administration

Maria Krafft		

The Swedish Transport Administration

Anders Drugge

Additional

The Swedish Police

Ursula Eriksson

Additional

The Swedish Police

Rune Hammarberg

Additional

The Swedish Transport Administration

Eva Lundberg

Additional

The Swedish Transport Administration

Ulf Carlsson

Additional

Consult
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Goals for the ATK system and
goal achievement in 2016
The overarching goal is to reduce the average speed on most of our accident-prone
roads, and, in this way, reduce the number of fatalities and serious injuries.
Here, we present the goals that the ATK board set up for the ATK system in 2016 as
well as goal achievement with a comment for each goal.

> GOAL 1 – Reduction of the average speed
The average speed on roads that are equipped with traffic safety cameras shall
be maintained or reduced when compared with earlier measurements of speed.
Goal Achievement
Speeds are measured every third year, at and between the ATK stations. The latest year
that measurements were made was 2011 and the result was analysed by Statisticon AB,
at the request of the Swedish Transport Administration.
The goal cannot be assessed.
Comments: Follow-up has not been carried out during 2016. The Swedish Transport
Administration has priortised the project of reviewing and, if possible, updating the
correlative effects that were used to evaluate the effects of ATK.

> GOAL 2A – The proportion of vehicles that exceeds
the reporting limits
The proportion of vehicles at the national level that exceeds applicable reporting
limits for speed infractions, by traffic safety cameras, shall not exceed specified
percentages at the speed limits below.
Goal Achievement
The proportion of vehicles that exceeds the applicable reporting limit at various speed limits:
Speed Limit

Goal (%)

Outcome (%)

40 km/hour

2

2.0 (3.2)

50 km/hour

2

1.3 (1.6)

60 km/hour

2

1.0 (1.1)

70 km/hour

2

0.8 (0.9)

80 km/hour

1

0.5 (0.6)

90 km/hour

1

0.3 (0.4)

100 km/hour and faster

1

0.2 (0.1)

Last year’s outcome in parentheses.
The goal is reached.
Comments: The proportion of vehicles that exceeded the applicable reporting limit is
still very low at the national level, with the exception of the speed limit 40 km/hour.
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> GOAL 2B – The proportion of vehicles which exceeds
the reporting limit
The proportion of vehicles at the county level that exceeds applicable reporting
limits for speed infractions, by traffic safety cameras, shall not exceed specified
percentages at the speed limits below.
Goal Achievement
The proportion of vehicles that exceeds the applicable reporting limit at various speed
limits:
Speed Limit

40
km/hour

50
km/hour

60
km/hour

70
km/hour

80
km/hour

90
km/hour

≥100
km/hour

County/goal

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%

1%

1%

2.1 (–)

2.1 (–)

Jämtland

3.6 (–)

Stockholm
Kalmar

3.3 (3.7)

Last year’s outcome within parentheses. Only counties that do not achieve the goals for
2016 are presented.
The goal is partly reached.
Comments: The proportion of the vehicles that exceeded the applicable reporting limit
is still at a very low level, also at the country national level. Primarily it is some of the
same counties that were named previously, that also has a share of vehicles that exceedthe goal. Cooperation with local police continues.

> GOAL 3 – The general public’s confidence in the ATK system
To uphold the general public’s confidence in traffic safety cameras through
information and reliable application of the system.
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The goal is measured through a question in the Swedish Transport Administration’s annual
traffic safety survey, where surveyed people can offer an opinion on this statement:
”Automatic speed surveillance (with traffic safety cameras) is a good way of overseeing
speed infractions.”
In total, 75 percent agree that automatic speed surveillance is good to oversee speed
infractions.
77 percent of women are positively inclined towards automatic speed surveillance, as
are 65 percent of men.
The goal is reached.
Comments: Acceptance of surveillance with traffic safety cameras has, since their
establishment in 2006, remained stable at just above 70 percent.

> GOAL 4B – Traffic safety cameras’ accessibility for activation
Accessibility for activation of traffic safety cameras will amount to 90 percent
or higher.
Goal Achievement
Availability (%) – Measurment Locations
2016, January–December, Entire country
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Goal 2016

During 2016, the proportion of traffic safety cameras that have been accessible for
activation has been on average 91 percent (89 percent the previous year).
The goal is reached.
Comments: The goal has also been reached monthly, during 10 of the months of the year.
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> GOAL 4C – Use of ATK mobile units
Every unit shall be placed along the road and activated for registration during at
least 400 hours per year
Goal Achievement
The mobile units (ATK vehicles) have been used in total of 8,026 hours during the year
(last year, 9,041) hours).
Each unit has been used, on average, 535 hours during the year (last year, 602 hours).
The goal is reached.
Comments: Use of the units varies throughout the country, from 334 to 858 hours per unit.

> GOAL 7 – Proportion of prosecution resulting from ATK errands
that are open to investigation
35 percent of all errands open to investigation shall lead to the prosecution of
the driver of the pertinent vehicle.
Goal Achievement
During 2016, the police and prosecutors issued approximately 74,000 fines and orders
of criminal offense and punishment (last year 84,000). This corresponds to approximately 35 percent (last year 37 percent).
The goal is reached.

> GOAL 9 – Timing of legal notice
In 90 percent of all errands, the time between registration of the speed infraction
and the legal notice shall not exceed 10 calendar days.
Goal Achievement
During 2016, the time between the registration of the errand until the sending of the
legal notice has, on average, been 10 calendar days (last year 9 calendar days).
The goal is reached.
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Goal Review
The Swedish Transport Administration and the Swedish Police have jointly reviewed
the goals that are used to follow ATK operations. The ATK Board has confirmed the
following goals for 2017:
Goal 1 – Average Speed
The average speed on roads equipped with traffic safety cameras shall be maintained or
reduced compared with earlier measurement of incidents.
Comments: The goal will be kept unchanged from the previous year.
Goal 2 – Speed Observance
The proportion of vehicles on a county or national level that exceed the applicable
reporting limits for speed infractions by traffic safety cameras, shall not exceed the
specified percentages for the speed limits below.
• Allowed speed ≤ 50 km/hour

2%

• Allowed speed 60 km/hour

2%

• Allowed speed 70 km/hour

2%

• Allowed speed 80 km/hour

1%

• Allowed speed 90 km/hour

1%

• Allowed speed ≥ 100 km/hour

1%

Comments: The goal will be kept unchanged from the previous year.
Goal 3 – Acceptance
To maintain the confidence of the general public in traffic safety cameras through
information and reliable application of the system.
Comments: The goal will be kept unchanged from the previous year.
Goal 4 B – Accessibility
Accessibility for activation of ATK measurement stations shall amount to ≥ 90 percent.
Comments: The goal will be kept unchanged from the previous year.
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Goal 4 C – Mobile (ATK) Units
Every unit shall be placed along the road and activated for registration for at least
400 hours per year.
Comments: The goal will be kept unchanged from the previous year.
Goal 7 – Legal Prosecution
35 percent of all errands open to investigation shall lead to the prosecution of the driver
of the pertinent vehicle.
Comments: The goal will be kept unchanged from the previous year.
Goal 9 – Investigation
The average time between registration of the speed infraction and the legal notice shall
not exceed 10 calendar days.
Comments: The goal will be kept unchanged from the previous year.
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Important events during 2016
Expansion of the ATK system
During 2016 the focus has been an expansion on the system with traffic safety cameras.
In 2016, 201 stations have been established and put into operation on 59 existing and
new routes. During 2016, 17 measuring stations have also been put down because other
traffic safety measures have been implemented.
The expansion has taken place throughout Sweden.

In advance of 2017
The Swedish Transport Administration plans to further establish approximately
250 traffic safety cameras during 2017.

Speed safety in tunnels
A technology development project has been commissioned to adapt and further develop
system design, installation technology and maintenance technology for speed point
measurement in tunnels. The project is expected to be completed in 2017.

Pilot tests with mobile units for increased safety
During 2016, the North Region Police conducted a project to examine what are the
possibilities to use the ATK mobile units for safeguarding measures as well as the
opportunity to develop cooperation at regional level between different actors in order to
find new forms of cooperation. The focus of the project is in the first place primarily set
on the interface between local police areas, municipalities and the Swedish Transport
Administration.
The results of the project should be able to form a basis for decision making for the
ATK Board on possible future changes in the use of mobile ATK units.
Conclusions:
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•

The concept stands for a local police area with local crime prevention resources.

•

Positive response from the public, many have seen it as more than just a camera,
they have experienced an increased police presence.

•

There should be a well balanced resource for handling the wagons in order for it
to work well.

•

The project has led to a better internal understanding of road safety by the police.

10 years with road safety cameras
ATK system’s first registered case was in March 2006. Since then, the ATK system has
been in existence for ten years and is an important tool for increase in speed compliance,
saving of lives and reduction in the number of severely injured has also been noted in
several ways. An information film has been produced and added to the message board in
SVT, information has also been posted on the Police and Trafikverket websites and
Facebook Pages.

High accessibility
The cameras have a very high operational reliability, this together with automated
administrative systems for operational monitoring and handling of, among others speed
regulations makes the traffic safety cameras to have a very high accessibility for activation.

ATK in numbers
2016
The number of miles of road with ATK

ca 370

Measurement Locations

1 260

Mobile units
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